Based on massive amounts of data, recent pretrained contextual representation models have made significant strides in advancing a number of different English NLP tasks. However, for other languages, relevant training data may be lacking, while state-of-the-art deep learning methods are known to be data-hungry. In this paper, we present an elegantly simple robust self-learning framework to include unlabeled non-English samples in the fine-tuning process of pretrained multilingual representation models. We leverage a multilingual model's own predictions on unlabeled non-English data in order to obtain additional information that can be used during further finetuning. Compared with original multilingual models and other cross-lingual classification models, we observe significant gains in effectiveness on document and sentiment classification for a range of diverse languages.
Introduction
Owing to notable advances in deep learning and representation learning, important progress has been achieved on text classification, reading comprehension, and other NLP tasks. Recently, pretrained language representations with self-supervised objectives (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2018) have further pushed forward the state-of-the-art on many English tasks. While these sorts of deep models can be trained on different languages, deep models typically require substantial amounts of labeled data for the specific domain of data.
Unfortunately, the cost of acquiring new custom-built resources for each combination of language and domain is very high, as it typically requires human annotation. Available resources for domain-specific tasks are often imbalanced between different languages. The scarcity of non-English annotated corpora may preclude our ability to train language-specific machine learning models. In contrast, English-language annotations are often readily available to train deep models. Although translation can be an option, human translation is very costly and for many language pairs, any available domain-specific parallel corpora are too small to train high-quality machine translation systems.
Cross-lingual systems rely on training data from one language to train a model that can be applied to other languages (de Melo and Siersdorfer, 2007) , alleviating the training bottleneck issues for low-resource languages. This is facilitated by recent advances in learning joint multilingual representations (Lample and Conneau, 2019; Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) .
In our work, we propose a self-learning framework to incorporate the predictions of the multilingual BERT model (Devlin et al., 2018) on non-English data into an English training procedure. The initial multilingual BERT model was simultaneously pretrained on 104 languages, and has shown to perform well for cross-lingual transfer of natural language tasks (Wu and Dredze, 2019) . Our model begins by learning just from available English samples, but then makes predictions on unlabeled non-English samples and a part of those samples with high confidence prediction scores are repurposed to serve as labeled examples for a next iteration of fine-tuning until the model converges.
Based on this multilingual self-learning technique, we demonstrate the superiority of our framework on Multilingual Document Classification (MLDoc) (Schwenk and Li, 2018) in comparison with several strong baselines. Our study then proceeds to show that our method is better on Chinese sentiment classification than other cross-lingual methods that also consider unla-beled non-English data. This shows that our method is more effective at cross-lingual transfer for domain-specific tasks, using a mix of labeled and unlabeled data via a multilingual BERT sentence model.
Method
Our proposed framework consists of three parts as shown in Figure 1 . The first part is the pretrained multilingual encoder, denoted as f n (·; θ n ). The encoder is assumed to have been pretrained across different languages with appropriate strategies, such as WordPiece, Byte Pair Encoding modeling, and Cross-lingual Word Alignment, to allow the model to share representations across languages to a certain degree. Hence, we obtain a universal sentence representation h ∈ R d from this encoder, where d is the dimensionality of the sentence representation. Subsequently, a task-specific classification module f cl (·; θ cl ) is applied for finetuning on top of the pretrained model f n (·; θ n ). This module consists of a linear function mapping h ∈ R d into R |Y| and a softmax function, where Y is the set of target classes. For the overall process, we first train the whole network f (·; θ) in K epochs using a set of the labeled data L = {(x i , y i ) | i = 1, ..., n}, where n is the number of labeled instances, x i ∈ X are instances, and y i ∈ Y are the corresponding ground truth labels. The next step is to make predictions for the unlabeled instances in U = {x u | u = 1, ..., m}. We assume that f (·; θ) yields a class label as well as a confidence score.
To better take advantage of the pretrained multilingual model, a selection mechanism is invoked to repurpose unlabeled data with high confidence scores for incorporation into the training data. There are several variations of such selection mechanisms (Abney, 2007) , and we rely on a balancing approach that considers the same number of instances for each class. Thus, we select a subset {x s | s = 1, ..., K t } of the unlabeled data for each class, containing the top K t highest confidence items based on the current trained model. The union set U s of selected items is merged into the training set L and then we retrain the model and repeat this process iteratively. The detailed process is described in Algorithm 1, where for each class y ∈ Y, D y denotes the set of tuples pairing unlabeled data with corresponding confidence scores c.
Algorithm 1 Self-learning on cross-lingual tasks 1: repeat 2:
Fine-tune f (·; θ) for K epochs using L 3:
L ← L ∪ U s 13: until stopping criterion is true
Experiments
We evaluate our self-learning framework on two cross-lingual document and sentiment classification tasks to show the effectiveness of self-learning for multilingual BERT-based crosslingual transfer.
Experimental Setup
Datasets. For evaluation, we first rely on MLDoc (Schwenk and Li, 2018) , a balanced subset of the Reuters corpus covering 8 languages for document classification, with 1,000 training and validation documents and 4,000 test documents for each language. The 4-way topic classification scheme consists of CCAT (Corporate/Industrial), ECAT (Economics), GCAT (Government/Social), and MCAT (Markets) as targets. For cross-lingual classification, 1,000 target language training documents are used as unlabeled data for self-learning. We further evaluate our method on cross-lingual sentiment classification from English to Chinese. For English, we use a balanced dataset of 700k Yelp reviews from Zhang et al. (2015) with their ratings as labels (scale 1-5) and adopting their training-validation split: 650k reviews for training and 50k as a validation set. For Chinese, we use the same dataset configuration as Chen et al. (2018) , consisting of 150k unlabeled Chinese hotel reviews and 10k balanced Chinese hotel reviews as a validation set. The results are reported on a separate test set of another 10k hotel reviews. The data are also annotated with 5 labels (1-5). Both classification tasks are evaluated in terms of classification accuracy (ACC).
Model Details. We tune the hyper-parameters for our neural network architecture based on each non-English validation set. For the encoder, we invoke the multilingual BERT model (Devlin et al., 2018) , which supports 104 languages 1 . It relies on a shared 110k WordPiece vocabulary across all languages and yields sentence representations in a common multilingual space. Most model hyperparameters are the same as in pretraining, with the exception of the batch size, max. sequence length, and number of training epochs. The batch size, max. sequence length and number of training epochs used for the MLDoc task are 128, 32, and 4, respectively, while they are 128, 96, and 3 for sentiment classification. Another hyper-parameter involved in self-learning is K t , which is 40 for MLDoc and 100 for sentiment classification. We rely on early stopping as a termination criterion.
Results and Analysis
Cross-lingual Document Classification. Three recent strong baselines are included in our MLDoc experiments. Schwenk and Li (2018) use Multi-CCA, multilingual word embeddings trained with a bilingual dictionary and convolution neural networks. Artetxe and Schwenk (2018) pretrain a multilingual sentence representation with a massively multilingual sequence-to-sequence NMT model, where the encoder is used for fine-tuning downstream tasks. We also considered multilingual BERT without self-learning as one of our baselines. As shown in Table 1 , our framework significantly outperforms all baselines in 7 languages on cross-lingual document classification, including for phylogenetically unrelated languages. We also show the respective percentages of instances added into the training set that are correct for the MLDoc data based on our method in Table 3 . The high percentages of correctly labeled incorporated instances in 7 languages further show the effectiveness of self-learning in our framework. Cross-lingual Sentiment Classification. To evaluate the robustness of our framework on crosslingual sentiment classification, we consider several diverse baselines as listed in Table 2 . mSDA (Chen et al., 2012) is a very effective method for cross-domain sentiment classification on Amazon reviews, which can also be used in cross-lingual tasks, but it has the worst performance. Deep Averaging Networks (DANs) by Iyyer et al. (2015) consider an arithmetic mean of word vectors as a sentence representation and pass it to a classification module, while Chen et al. (2018) translate the Chinese test text into English as a machine translation baseline. The third category of baselines includes Xu and Yang (2017) , who propose a crosslingual distillation (CLD) method that makes use of soft source predictions on a parallel corpus to train a target model (CLD-KCNN). They further propose an improved variant (CLDFA-KCNN) that utilizes adversarial training for domain adaptation within a single language. Adversarial DAN (ADAN) by Chen et al. (2018) is another state of the art baseline that improves cross-lingual generalization by means of adversarial training. We also run experiments on multilingual BERT and observe that it does not outperform CLD-based CLTC and ADAN, while our approach achieves the new state-of-the-art result, indicating that our self-learning method for cross-lingual transfer can be more effective than a diverse range of other approaches. In addition, we evaluate the proximity between incorrect prediction and the corresponding correct label in our sentiment task by means of mean squared error. The error of our method is 1.37, while for regular multilingual BERT it is 1.42, which also shows the superiority of our method.
Comparison of Selection Mechanisms. We ran experiments on two selection mechanisms. One is balancing, as described in Section 2. An alternative is throttling by selecting the top n unlabeled examples without considering specific classes (Abney, 2007) . Our experiments on ML-Doc show that the results suffer from a rapid decline during self-learning with throttling. This is because selecting from all samples leads to an imbalance between different classes and due to repeated error amplification this means that samples are increasingly likely to be assigned to the majority class in each self-learning iteration.
Related Work
Semi-supervised Learning. There is a long history of research on semi-supervised Learning to exploit unlabeled data. Self-learning (also known as self-training) was successfully applied to NLP tasks in early work such as on word sense disambiguation (Yarowsky, 1995) and parsing (Mc-Closky et al., 2006) . In recent work, show that self-learning can iteratively improve unsupervised cross-lingual word embeddings. presents Cross-View Training, a new self-training algorithm that works well for neural sequence modeling. Other semisupervised methods, such as co-training (Blum and Mitchell, 1998) and tri-training (Zhou and Li, 2005) , have as well been used for sentiment analysis. Ruder and Plank (2018) propose a novel multitask tri-training method that reduces the time and space complexity of classic tri-training for sentiment analysis. For cross-lingual sentiment analysis, Wan (2009) uses machine translation to directly convert English training data to Chinese, which provides two views for co-training. Xu and Yang (2017) propose to use soft probabilistic predictions for the documents in a label-rich language as the (induced) supervisory labels in a parallel corpus of documents, while there is no need to use parallel corpora in our work. Chen et al. (2018) propose an Adversarial Deep Averaging Network to learn invariance across languages, which is another baseline considered in our experiments.
Cross-lingual Representation Learning. With models such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) , GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2018) , and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) , important progress has been made in learning improved sentence representations with context-specific encodings of words via a language modeling objective. The latter two approaches both rely on Transformer encoders, but BERT is trained using masked language modeling instead of right-to-left or left-to-right language modeling. Additionally, BERT also optimizes a next sentence classification objective. Recent work has also investigated cross-lingual extensions. Devlin et al. (2018) themselves published a multilingual version of BERT, following the same model architecture and training procedure, except that the union of 104 different language editions of Wikipedia serves as the training input. Lample and Conneau (2019) incorporate parallel text into BERT's architecture by training on a new supervised learning objective. Artetxe and Schwenk (2018) also show that the encoder from a pretrained sequence-to-sequence model can be used to produce cross-lingual sentence embeddings. All these methods are compatible with our self-learning framework, since they provide a shared sentence meaning representation across languages as needed by our approach.
Conclusion
In this work, we propose a self-learning framework for cross-lingual text classification. Based on the cross-lingual prediction ability of pretrained multilingual model, this elegantly simple framework makes the most of unlabeled text to improve cross-lingual transfer for text classification. We achieve new state-of-the-art results on cross-lingual document and sentiment classification and demonstrate that self-learning is an effective method for improved classification accuracy without target language training data.
